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Nation
Update
Missile talks
A senior Soviet spokesman
Wednesday that the Soviet
will break off negotiations
the United States on limiting
illn1edium-range nuclear missiles in
if new U.S. missiles are
..l.~lnuoorl there.
The first public and explicit
Soviet statement that deployment
end the talks was made by
Leo'nid M. Zamyatin, head of the
Foreign Information Department
the Soviet Communist Party's
Central Committee, at a SovietWest German forum in Hamburg.
Zamyatin's
statements
are
generally believed to reflect highlevel Kremlin thinking.

Watt ·q uits
Interior Secretary James Watt
resigned Sunday, saying his
"usefulness" to President Reagan
"has come to an end."
Reagan
accepted
the
resignation "with relucatance,"
and said Watt had done "an outststandin~ iob."
Watt told reporters at the ranch
gate that "part" of the reason he
quit was the outcry caused by his
Sept.' · 21 remark that an advisory
committee was made up of "a
black ... a woman, two Jews and a
cripple."

A U.S. nobel
Barbara McClintock, 81, an
American botanist whose genetic
experiments 30 years ago now
form the basis for pioneering
medical research in fields ranging
from genetic engineering to cancer,
Monday was named winner of the
1983 Nobel Prize in Medicine.

A large jump in crime shown ·i n new year
By Karen Campbell
Assistant News Editor

Wednesday morning a UOP
student walked out of her house on
sorority circle to find her car broken
into and her ~tereo removed. This
student was the thirteenth victim of
auto
burglary / vandalism
this week.
bshmated loss campus wide: $6400.00. Three bicycles have
also been reported stolen. Estimated
loss: $425.00.
Vandalism thi. week will cost the
University $975.00: '''le student was
_assaulted in the quads, hit by a brick
m the back of Lite r......J. The injury
resulted
in
the
student's
hospitalization. There were seven
people arrested on campus for a
variety of crimes.
In checking the crime reports for
the first forty days of the current
academic year (September 9th thru
October 19th) against the first forty
days of last school year, a large in. crease in crimes reported is seen (see
graph).

There are several figures in the
graph that stan<i n••t Thefts from
vehicles have increased 3000Jo resulting
in an increaser:1 In« rrom vehicles of
1630%. Violent crimes, rapes,
assaults, etc. are up 100%. Bicycle
thefts have increased 2131tfo resulting in
increased losses of 226%. A 974% increase has been ....... in recovered
property.
Chief Norman Askew of the
University Security Department was
asked to comment on these figures
and his response was "We're doing
the best with what we have."
What the university actually does
have in the way of law enforcement
and security is ten sworn-in officers,
allowing only one officer to be on
duty during the night shift when all
the :mto break-ins are occuring.
Askew's response to this wa~, "It
doesn't take a mental giant to. figure
out that OtH vlll\.cr is being watdal!d.
These burglars are professionals, one
spots while tt>"' ,...~-.~n; go to work."
Other universities are not reportin~ an increase in crime. Universio/ of

By Kiku Lani Iwata
Staff Writer

ASl 'OP Senaton; and CIP student:.
fear the lat~t Senatt> resolution t.
maintain the current acti ·tty fee
remtsston to Community Involvement Program students might
have provisional implications.
"CIP has won the battle but the
war isn't over yet, because the issue
can be brought up again," noted
Senator Dianna Walker (OffCampus), who is also a spokesperson
for the CIP Student Association.
"There needs to be a resolution
or an agreement between the Senate
and CIP student body and staff to insure that future students will not be
put in the positon of fighting this battle over again," said Walker. "We
need to establish some kind of commitment and c:tatPment !!" th~ C'onstitutional guidelines to show this
commitment i'- forthright."
At the October 4 Senate meeting,
a mouon to estabiish an mvestigaLive
committee and charge the fee to in-

co.a1=,g Fall 1984 CIP freshmen also
.ailej. Senator Cheryl Morgan (Ritt:..r) presented the final resolution
whi-:h passed 20 yes, 15 no and one
abstention. Forth-three Senators and
4~ gue
attended.
According to Senate Chair Jerry
Tseng, the Senate could vote to
reconsider their decision at the next
scheduled October 18 meeting, if a
motion is made to supersede the
existing resolution.
''I think the Senate made a
decision not to make a decision,"
said Vila in a recent interview. "I
know that a few Sonators were upset
that the actual issue was never really
dealt with. I'm not sure if they're
contending to take any action on it.
The Senators could modify their
decision or form a committee."
Even though the Senate decision
has produced fears, it has also generated
positive reactions.
"It's their decision," said Vila. "I
disagree with it, but I respect it. I don't
want to sound bitter because I'm not.
I'm happy that the process worked out,

By Leslie Hagar
Staff Writer

Tht> se<"onn ~nnual Anchor
Splash, a !'undr:tiser Sf'Ot;_sored by
Deb a Gamma. c:aru~u over .b 1700 last
Saturday 1wna donations throughout
the Stockton community and from
memberS Clf r~mn11~ livinl> orPUpS.
The money will be donated_ to
Delta Ga11:u•a " pnuammupy, sight
conservation and aid tc ·he blind, in
order to help ~ponsor a blind athletic
team to participate in 1985 International Olympic Games held in New
York.
Anchor Splash, kicking off the

beginning of Greek Week, is a zany
swim meet, held at the UOP ·pool,
that allows the dorms, sororities and
fraternities to participate in fun competition.
Dan McCroskey, from Archania. said that he thought Anchor
Splash was "really good competition
between the houses and got us all
together, but the great thing was that
everybody was rooting . for each
other.''
This year, patticipants included
members from the following dorms:
Grace Covell, South/West, Weymss,
Werner and John Ballantyne. The
participating sororities and frater-

that the Senate had all the information
and made their decision in a rational
way."
"This won't affect my J"f'rsonal
cnmmitment to the progrAm," 11dded
Vila. " 'm still committed. I hope
1ow that ASUOP 's retauonsn1p with
l A' can begin again.''
CIP Director Mary Ransom expr~sed her gratitude for the Senate's
"continued support" in her statement to
The Pacifican. (See Letters-to-theFJtltor, Page 2.) .
"I'm pleased that it came out the
way it did," said Gwen Browne.
".'It's a good sign. It makes me feel
good about the student body, since it
appears that this is what the Senators
and the consftuents want ." ·
"This had a very positive effect," said Senator Walker. "All
CIP <;tudentc: ~rP vPrv nleased with
the vote and we'd like ro thank all
those Senators and •.,e1r rot ·stituents
who supporl~d ,- ; r ' .
At the October 4 meeting
Senator Walker referred to Constitutional specifications for the

nities were: Delta Delta Delta, Kappa
Alpha Theta, Alpha Chi Omega,
Delta Gamma, Alpha Kappa Lambda
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Omega Phi
Alpha, and Archania.
I::.vents included a sweatshirt
relay, inner-tube relay, a hannah doll
relay, a 50 yard freestyle, a 200 yard
race, and the popular Mr. AnchorSplash competition..
Alpha Chi Omega won the
sorority division for the second year
in a row, while Omega Phi Alpha
won the fraternity division, and
Grace Covell won the dorm division.
David Farlow. from Omega Phi
Alpha said, "although it was
kind of nice to win, it was fun just to
be there with everyone."
The Mr. Anchor Splash competition highlighted the day. The
competition, somewhat comparable
to a beauty contest, required the contestants to dress in a costume of their
choice, present themselves to the
judges, and then perform a dive into
the water. This year, the winner was
Sean Collins, from Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Collins dressed as mildmannered Clark Kent, who turned into "DG Man," and amazed the
crowd by not only performing a back
flip on the cement, but several off the
diving board. "Anchor splash was
awesome," says Collins, "it's the
best activity here at UOP."

Bribe in Japan

,,

First 40 Days of Academic Year
Source: University Police
1982

$6,800

1983

$18,210
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existence of a standing committee,
noting the importance of establishing
a committee to address the fee issue.
Vila responded that the specified
committee (Issues and Projects) has
not been established yet and its
establishment depends upon Senate,
not 'Presidential, action.
Vila then asked Senator Walker
if she believed he had presented an
already-made decision for Senate approval.
Walker answered that during
summer recess, Vila sta~ed in his letter to Ransom that, on behalf of the
Senate, he had informed the Pin""-~
Center to begin charging CII -;t·Jdents
the activity fee. Walker said v 11a talt.r
brought the issue before the Senate as
new business.
Vila responded that the
President can make and

dc::cistons dunng sumr...cr recess on
the Senatl. 's behalf. Vila confirmed
he sent a letter of information to
Ransom. However, Vila added, soon
after he realized it was unreasonable
of him to make this decision and unfair, on such a short notice, to charge
CIP students the fee. Vila then informed Ransom that he rescinded his
previous decision. Vila would present
his recommendation to the Senate
and the Senate would make the
decision.
"I understand the concern about
the letter. It's a valid concern," Vila
said to Walker. "I would like to
apoJogi7P for anv f'rl'lhlew 1nd injury
that's caused. And I apologize (that) I
mishandled the situauon. i apologize
to the Senate and specifically to
CIP.''

Anchor Splash ·n ets $1700

Henry A. Kissinger, in a blunt
reference to unchecked right-wing
terrorism in El Salvador, warned
President Alvaro Magana Wednesday that "Americans must not
be a~ked to choose between
security and human rights."
Kissinger also affirmed that
he and his presidential commission
will visit Nicaragua on schedule
Saturday despite fresh Sandinista
outrage against the United St~tes
following an attack Monday mght
by CIA-sponsored guerrillas on the
country's major oil depot. Reports
from Nicaragua on Wednesday
said fires at the depot in Corinto
were brought under control late in
the day but that the city's 25,000
people had been evacuated.

-

Crime Summary:

•
Resolution. to CIP issue pleases ·some; rem.a1ns
open

Kissinger's trip

Former Prime Minister
Kakuei Tanaka was found guilty
Wednesday accepting a $1.8
million bribe from the Lockheed
Aircraft Corp. and was sentenced
fn f,...,ir ·,·earr 1n r".-~rnn
Judge Mitsunori Okada also
fined {anaka 500 mtlhon yet, the
equivalent of what he said Tanaka
had received in 1973 and 1974
while serving as prime minister for
persuading Nippon Airways to buy
21 Lockheed L-1011 TriStar
airlines.
It was the first time in Japan's
parliamentary history, which dates
back to 1885, that a politician had
been convicted of a crime
while serving as prime minister

California Berkeley, with eighty
authorized police personnel, is "not
experiencing a crime inrrease", according to acting lieutenant Lea
Casey. As of Sepu:Ulber 27th of this
year Berkeley had no reports of forcible rape, eight reports of auto
burglaries, three reported attempts of
simple assault, and no reporied attempts of aggravated assault.
Berkeley has 4,300 students living on
campus.
An officer from Claremont
University reports "crime is about
even with last year." They have
1,500 students living on campus and
20 uniformed officers (this figure
does not include student patrol members).
In 1981 UOP was ranked second
among California schools for the
number of crimes committted per
1,000 students, and 11th in the officer
to student-ratio. Stanford University, the highest rated university in
crime per 1,000 students and 17th in
the officer/student ratio, as of Sep-
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Mild mannered Pacifican reporter becomes Delta Gamma's 1983-84 Mr. Anchor Splash: SAE representative Sean Collins.

Delta Gamma tripled the amount
of money that they raised last year at
this event. Andrea Bohn, the coordinator from Delta Gamma of this
year's Splash, feels that "it was a
wonderful success, I don't think that
the amount of unity, friendship, and
fun-loving people could be found
anywhere else, except here at UOP."

Kenny Loggins performs ener~etical!y in .front nf a sell-out at Spanos Crowd
last Sunday night. see page 6for Loggins Feature

Prank spoils classes
By Dan sousa
Editor-In-Chief

A bomb threat phoned in by an
anonymous female caller canceil~d
classes and caused the evacuation of
the Classroom Building for an hour
yesterday afternoon.
According to Norm Askew,
Chief of Public Safety, his office
received phone calls from three different locations concerning the bomb
threat at 1:58 pm. Two of the calls
went to different offices at the
Classroom Building and the third call
went to a secretary at Weber Hall. In
each instance the caller was a female
who threatened that a bomb was
planted
somewhere
in
the
Chemistry/Mathematics department
at the Classroom Building.
The caller gave no indication of
when the bomb was set to go off or of
the exact location, according to
Askew. Public Safety along with four
officers of the Stockton Police

Department formed three search
teams and made a 'sweep' of the
building. Each group was accom-·
panied by professors who were
familiar with the layout of the
building.
The teams spent 40 minutes.searchin)Z the building and could dist:over
nothing, started Askew. Classes returned by 3 p.m.
•'l gues11 it was a prank," said
Askew who added that this type of
prank is very disruptive to the jobs
that Public Safety are tryin& to perform.
Last year the School of
Education received a bomb threat
that also turned out to be a prank but
that was at the end of the year and did
not cause quite as much trouble as
this threat did, according to Askew.
At this time Public Safety has no
leads to the identity of the caller. Any
one with leads to this case is encouraged to contact Public Safety at
946-2535.
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EDITORIAL
Pacific
Talks
(On the street. .. with Elisa Kavserl
Do you think that the Greek System
is a positive or negative force on
campus?

Jennifer Thornhill
Junior
Liberal Studies
(Greek)
''I think that it's a very
positive force on . campus. It
provides an opportumty for people
to take on responsibilities that they
wouldn't normally have. It's a
learning and growing experience
where you can share special times
with people who have become
really important to you.''

A big hand fQr UOP's
World on wednesday
The Bechtel International Center is currently offering
students the opportunity to remain informed on world issues and
join them for lunch. The World on Wednesday is a new program
that began this year as a combined effort of the Bechtel Center,
COPA.

~nrllJPREAT.

Every Wednesday students and faculty are welco~e t~ attend a lecture concerning mternational events and relattonsh1ps.
The lectures are organized by Cart Smith who contacts
professionals in an area of world interest to lecture at T~e World
on Wednesday. The presentations earlier this year have mcluded
a faculty discussion on the Korean Airliner Incident, and a former president of Equador was also available to discuss South
American issues.
This program has received a tremendous response so far according to UPBEAT lectures chairman Karen Strickland. This is
self-evident in student and teacher attitudes as well. Instructors
are suggesting that students attend the lectures, and announcements are being made in class by enthusiastic students.
The issues presented in The World on Wednesday have been
largely political in nature. Perhaps later an expansion into
cultural or environmental issues could be achieved so as to appeal
to a larger number of students. The Pacifican supports this
educational program and actively encourages students, faculty,
and communitv members to attend. The lectures take place every
Wednesday at noon in the Bechtel Center. There is a lunch
provided free for students and a small cost for aii others.

U.S. misinformed in
El Salvador civil war
By Harvey Williams
C.~···, Columnist

Brad Lane
Junior
Communication
(non-Greek)
"I think the Greek System on
this campus is very weak in comparison to schools like USC. But I
guess it's fine for this campus for
social interaction. I guess I would
say overall that it's a positive forforce."

Kri~tv

Katz

~opnomore

International Studies
(non-Greek)
"I think it's both. But I feel
""" of thp wor~t n::trt~ nf thP
sys.em is that when people don't
~~~ exceptea mw tne1r tavonte
greek house th~y feel that there is
something wrong with them.
That's not true and people must
understand that exception or rejection is not a reflection on themselves.

Collette Taylor
Junior
Communications
(Greek)
"Positive. I think that Greeks
tend to be very involved within the
system and also outside of it.
Socially it helps people grow closer
and enjoy a lot of fantastic times.

I'd like to take this opportunity
to present some reflections. on the
situation in Central Amenca, expecially in Nicaragua. As you may
know, I drove down to Nicaragua in
October 1982 and spent 3 months
there on my faculty development
leave. 1 was also there for two weeks
this past August.
El Salvador is clearly at war. I
was never in Viet Nam, so I can't
compare the two accurately. But
there is much more happening there
than we ever find out about here, and
it appears to be very much the same
pattern. The people do not want war,
but they support the guerrillas much
more than the Army, and the
guerrillas move about the countryside
almost at will.
The Army has
established strongholds in the cities
and the more centralized towns, but is
under constant threat of attack. The
guerrillas have zones of control in
which they have instituted new
programs of health and education.
The war has a devastating effect
on the people and the economy. The
U.S. supplies both sides with arms, as
the major supply for the guerrillas is
captured from the Army (in the first 3
months of this year they captured
nearly 1000 rifles, many heavier
weapons, and more ammunition than
they could carry away). A friend of
mine ( an anthropology graduate
student from Stanford) told me of his
nightmare experience when he was
caught in an Army sweep of controlled zone near the Honduran border. For two days, he aJ;d the peasant
refugees he w::t• •twlving ">¥ere hunted
by helicopter gunships even using
seachlights to conunue the hunt at
night. This sickening incident is not
an isolated example: it continues on a
regular basis. The people keep asking
us "Why is the U.S. government
doing this to us? What have we
done?" (It must be noted that the
people quite clearly distinguish between the people of the U.S. and the
government.
·This is true in
Nicaragua a.s well, wt>ere the people
have the •.varme•t r~~tard for the
gringos who visit or work there.)
In Nicaragua one sees a people
who are proud of their revolution and
determined to continue the
revolutionary process - by which they
mean an on going process of
development to provide social and
economic justice for the people.
Contrary to what our government
would have us believe, this does not
mean Communism nor the exporting
of the revolution to other countries.
It means a pluralist political system.
Seven parties are presently represented in the legislature which develops
most of the laws for the country - including the law governing political
parties and the law governing elections for 1985. (Actually, the Communist Party and the MarxistLeninist Party, while still legally
operating, lost their seats in the
legislature because of their counterrevolutionary activities. They wanted
the government to nationalize the
economy.)
The revolutionary process also

means a mixed economy: nearly twothirds of the productive capacity is
privately owned, and most of the
state owned property was confiscated
from Somoza and his followers.
More importantly (from my
viewpoint) is the government's commitment to the active inclusion of
religion in the revolutionary process.
Although the hierarchy .of the
Catholic Church opposes the Sandinist Party, the vast majority of the
people and religious workers,
Catholic and Protestant alike, support the government and enjoy more
freedom and more influence than
every before.
This was strongly
demonstrated duriug the visit of the
Pope (which wao: r""Orted to us in a
very distorted fashton. The government expended much effort to
educated the people ,. Jout the role of
religion in the process, and the
power~ and rt>~ponsibilities of the
Pope as the head of the Catholic
Church. Ail thi:. was done in a most
repectful mannPr r~-tey called upon
the Pope to pray for peace, and to
pray for those who had died on the
Honduran frontier defending the
country. When the Pope did not do
either, the people began to chant (after 'the conclusion of the sermon)
"We want peace! " This was reported
to us as "shouting revolutionary
slogans."
Everywhere in Nicaragua I
found the desire for neace, to just be
left alone, to be foremost in the minds
and words of the people. They
want to be aHowt:... to develop their
own system, withoU£ being dependent
upon anyone (East or West). But the
U.S. is spending more every day on
intervention than the Nicaraguans
can afford to spend on social
programs (a third of their budget).
The CIA is •nnn~oring the killing of
civilians
by
the
counterrevolutionanes ow t •.>, armed and
trained by the U .;S., daily cross into
Nicaragua from their havens in Honduras. Although they have killed
more than twice as many civilians (including teachers, medical and welfare
workers) this year than were killed by
the downing "r tht> Korean airliner,
little is done to prevent the continued
slaughter.
The pressure on Nicaragua is
building daily. They have passed
legislation for compulsory military
service. They are forced to spend
funds (much needed for social and
economic programs) for the purchase
of defensive weapons and the repair
of war damage, and to increase their
political and economic dependence
on other countries. It is reported that
they are finally going to take up the
Russian offer of long standing to
provide MIC fighters. Much personpower is wasted maintaining their
defensive capabilities. While I know
that Nicaragua is only a small piece of
the planet, with a very few souls, I
can't help but feel that it has a symbolic importance far exceeding its
physical dimensions.
We must
acknowledge our responsibility for
what our"democratic" government is
doing, and direct our efforts toward
reversing this administrations's
militant, ineffective and inhumane
pg.licies.

Letters.t.o the E~i~or

Article 'PreJUdicial and sex1st
Dear Editor:
ln reference to "Watch Out For
Greeks Bearing Gifts," October 7
edition of the Pacifican:
Elisa Kayser and the editorial
staff of the Paclflcan have committed
a grave error in judgement by the inclusion of the prejudicial and sexist
phrases in what is otherwise a
straight-forward article. I refer
specifically to the opening line~ "It's
time once again for every G.D.I. to
scoff... " and a following comment,
" ... the newest event, (here's your
chance gals) the Greek Dating
Game." (my own emphasis).
To address the first offensive
comment: Webster's defines the word
"scoff" as "to show contempt by
derisive acts or language; to treat or
address with derision." I am sure that
the extremely negative connotations
of this word were not intended as
Kayser's meaning; why then did not
the author of the article or· a
Pacifican editor catch the mistake
during the editing process? The use of
the word "scoff" in conjunction with
the nearly as offensive G.D.I." implies a sever animosity between the
"independent" students at UOP with
their Greek Peers. Certainly there is
evidence, on occasion, of a chasm
between the two groups, but to ad-·
dress that polarity in such a
thoughtlessly negative manners is to
further strPngthen the gap between
individual1

As for "here's your chan~e
g als , , the implication of this
'
· cIear -- " gaIs"
ridiculous
comment ts
live merely for the chance to get. attention from men. Is that true, Ehsa?
As I have been out of the Greek
system for some time now, I do n'?t
know that sorority girls base the~r
lives on the affections of males; 1f
they do, ao: individual.s or as a group
concern that is of no mterest to me. I
wuuJd ;magine that any woman with
self-respect wouid be highly insulted
to be told, "Here's your chance,
gal." Attitudes of this sort ~mly sueceed in leading men to beheve that
they are the source of women's pride,

and further complicate a~ ind~
dent woman's struggle to hve free
prejudicial sexism.
In my experience ":Yith
editorial ethics and duhes of
publication, I learr~ed that ther~ is
excuse for makmg an ed1to
mistake of this kind, ~egardless
humorous intent. Speakmg as a
Greek and as a woman who has
concern for the trivial attentions
men I ask for an apology from
Paciflcan staff for this offensive
in their editorial judgement.
you.

Better projections
promised in future
·
Ed.t
earStudents,
I on
faculty, staff, and all
UPBEAT film patrons deserve an explanation regarding the serious
deficiencies in sound quality at film
screenings this Semester. After
numerous attempts t o correct
problems within the amplification
and speaker system, the University
Center projection staff has isolated
the problem to the internal sound
systems of the projectors themselves.
The projectors have therefore been
returned to the factory to correct this
problem.
D

Again, the "CIP Family," their
parents and the Stockton community
appreciate your continued support.
Sincerely,
Mary Ransom

OURPOLI'CY

Dear Editor:
The students of the Community
Involvement Program would like to
extend their sincerest appreciation to
the ASUOP Senators for voting to
maintain the current ASUOP fee
structure (CIP students are exempted). We also would like to thank the
ASUOP Senators for their continued
support in honoring their prior commitment to CIP and the Stockton
community.
Additionally, the CIP students
weuld like to thank Dr. Gwen
Browne (representative of the
Academic Council) for her extensive
~ork ~n p~oviding _all interested parttes wtth mformat10n regarding the
structure of the Community In-

volvement Program and the orig·
commitment made in 1969. This
preciation is also extended to
many other faculty members who
pressed concern when this issue ar
and maintained their conce.
throughout the entire situation. ....J
Last but not least, the studCII!
of the Community Involvelllcf.
Program would like to extend ~
thanks to all other students who tJ
pressed their concern on this isS'
and voted to maintain the currcf
ASUOP fee structure as it pertain5
students in the Community It
volvement Program.
SincerdTh
1 ~
e Community Invo ved..,.

r-----~~~~-=~~~~~~----------------------P~r~o~gramS~

The Pacifican
The Pacifican

Dan Sousa

The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Comments from Pacijican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and letters to the editor are limiJed to 250
words and should be submitted in
typed form by 5 p.m. Tuesday to
the Pacifican, 3rd floor, North
Hall. The Pacifican staff reserves
the right to edit all submitted
material. Editorial comments
ref!ect. the views of the Pacifican
edttona/ board, unless signed.
Staff Members of the
Pacifican can be reached at
University
of the Pacific
Stockton,
California
952Jj
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CIP shows appreciation for answer
Dear Editor:
On bel-)· !• ,.. · the Community Involvement Program, the CIP students,
the parents of the CIP students
and the St• ;kton <ornrnunity, I would
like to tha 1k the ASUOP Senate for
its actions on October 4, 1983 to
maintain the present ASUOP student
body fee structure.
Your foresight and courage to
understand ''The Three-Part (Board
of Rege"• • ' Administration,
Academic Council / Faculty and
PSA/ASUOP Senate) commitment
that enabled the establishment of
the
Community
Involvement
Program At the> Uruversity ot the
Pacific" i, ntghly c.ppreciated.
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Trees of Pacific featured in magazine
Staff Writer

r

A new map of the University of
the Pacific has been created, only this
map is not a guide to the buildings
and dorms on campus, but rather a
guide to the various types of trees
here. It is called the Pacific Arbor
Walk and was put together by
Profe""'r l"'l~lr ' •l r l\IP;ll ( 'hairman of
the Biological Science Department.
The map mciUaes mtormauou v" the
'different types of trees in a brochure
at the Burn's Tower lobby and is
available to anyone interested in
taking the self guided Pacific Arbor
Walk.
;:!
The brochure. pu t together over
~ he summer, will be featured in an
nicle about UOP in the November
~ .,ue of Sunset magazine.
" Com~ p11 ing the guide only took about two
I{! weeks, because I already had most of
~ the information, I just had to get it all
!!: tvgether."
Dr. McNeal explained,
"Most . of the information was
gathered by students of mine who

Robert R. Winterberg initiates annual Arbor Day walk

were assinged to determme what
species certain trees on campus were
over the p~•t ten years."
A ce rt> 'T' r"w tf' celebrate the
~tablishn,ent of the Pacific Arbor
Wal~ tool- place this past Tuesday,
and featured a short waik around the
tower area guided by Dr. McNeal.
The purpose of the ceremony was to
say thanks to all of the people who
were responsible for getting this
project together, such as Dr. Kara
Brewer, Director of the Alumni and
Parent Relations, and Pam Madex,
who was in charge of the public
relations and designed the concept of
the brochure . Certificates of Appreciation were also presented to
Charles Ahrens, the Superintendant
of grounds at UOP, and Dr. Dale
McNeal for their efforts.
The Student Alumni Association
is the main supporter of the Pacific
Arbor Walk. It was their advisor,
Dr. Kara Brewer, who originally contacted the editor of Sunset magazine
about doing the article on UOP . The
association also supports the Arbor

Day tradit l"r w~· ~·h takes place
every April and was restarted on campus in 1980 after a 23 year absence.
Arbor Day ., tli.: ..Ja } I hat students,
faculty, individuals, or organizations
plant trees that they are donating to
the campus. This event dates back to
the 1880's.
Most of the trees on campus
were planted here in the early days of
the school and were gifts from friends
of the university. The only trees that
were here when the school moved to
this location are the Valley Oak trees
by the main eritrance gate. They are
estimated to be 200 to 300 years old,
and are nearly the only trees on campus that are native to this area of the
state.
"The next thing we are hoping to
do with this information is to label
the trees." Dr. McNeal commented.
"We have already started doing this
with several trees around the Burn's
Tower. We are also hoping to bring
more trees to campus that are native
to this area and climate."

New chaplain joins student life crew
By Kristin Roncarati
Staff Writer

The Office of Student Ltfe has
received an addition to its staff, that
of the Universiy Chaplain, Dr. Gary
Putnam.
Dr. Putnam, or "Put" ~s cl o~-::
friends call him , came to Pacific from

Iowa State, due to a grant from the
Methodist Church. University of the
Pacific, in previous years, has had a
University Chaplain, but because of
insufficient funding the program was
discontinued. The help of various
ministries around Northern California · and Nevada, as well as an
$500,000 endowment from the John
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Crummey Foundation, allowed for
the position to be re-established .
Gary has been involved with the
ministry for over 20 years, first
working with University of Wisconsin
as campus minister, and for the past
11 years has been the campus minister
for University of Iowa. In all of his
years jlS a minister, he commented,
"I've never had a dull day. I've had
difficult
ones,
but
never
boring ... what keeps me going is the
awareness that what I am doing is
meaningful."
In his first year as chaplain here
at Pacific, Gary would like to concentrate on acquainting himself with the
overall needs of the students and
faculty. He was given a "blank
check" bv his staff. meaning that ht;_

was open to contribute to the office
whatever he felt was important. He is
already involved with religious services on campus, as well as marriage
services, pre-marital couns~ling, and
funeral services, for which he has
given two. Gary sees himself as a kind
of "ombudsman," or advocate between the students and faculty. He is
available to listen to the sometimes
"unheard" needs and complaints of
the students. He also offers spiritual
and personal counseling for students
needing help with interpersonal
problems. He is eager to make himself available to living groups, such as
dorms, fraternities, and sororities. In
addition, he participates with the
de•~arltmf•nt~ of the University
in_~ort.Q!!~II!!I lectures or workshops.

.
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New University Chaplain Dr. Gary "Put" Putnam.
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SKI SPECIM..ISTS

He would aiso like to be involved
with students interested in retreats,
which he intends to plan in the future.
Gary was involved with the Student
Advising Program, and was present
at the New Student Camp this summer .
Dr. Putnam centers his advice
and services around four questions.
Who am I? What do I want to do
with my life? With whom do I want
to spent it? And, how does all of this
give meaning to my life? He feels it is
these questions college students are
trying to deal with, and need the most
help with.

UOP sleepers
Approximately 125 high
school seniors from throughout
Northern California will participate in UOP's first on-campus
overnight program on Oct. 16-17 .
Arranged by Ann Seed and
the Admissions Office, the new
program was developed to give
prospective students a chance to
experience college life at UOP.
The program for students will include attendiT1g · various c!a~~,.~ .
campus tours, dinner in the dining
halls, and meeting some tacuity,
student advisors, and students to
learn about the various academic
-a programs available .
~
The parents of many students
will also be involved, but they will
Q
., not be lodged on campus. They
i will meet faculty, students, finan.., cia! aid personnel and various
~
other administrators which will
~
:.:
enhance their knowledge of UOP.
~ ~
A similar nrogram is
i ~scheduled for Nov. 6-7, including a
· ~ .:hartered bus to provide rrausvu'tation for those students from Los
Angeles.

~
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The Supportive Services
Program and CIP will be holding
an academic workshop on Friday,
Oct. 14, 4-6 pm for students with
majors in the Health Sciences area.
Representatives from U.C .
Davis, U.C. Berkeley, U.C. San
Francisco, and UOP School
Pharmacy
will
facilitate
workshops providing information
regarding admis~ions criteria, admissions process for medical, dental, and pharmacy ~chools as well
as an overview of various
professions within the health
sciences area.
Call the Supportive Services
Program office at 946-2439 for
further information.

Honor Society
Alpha Epsilon Delta, the prehealth science honor society, will
be holding a meeting on
October 18, at 7:30 pm in
Classroom Building. Applying
medical and dental schools will
discussed. All those interested are
encouraged to attend.

Foreign Students
A meeting has been set for all
returning foreign students to
review and discuss the new Immigration laws and procedures on
Thursday, Oct. 20 at 3 pm in the
Bechtel International Center . It
might be helpful for you to bring
your 1-94 form, 1-2010 form (new
gold card issued by ·Immigration)
and passport to this meeting.

ASPA Workshop
The UOP chapter of ASP A
(American Society of Personnel
Administration) will ~fl nmnr a
resume workshop Wednesday, Oct.
9th, at 7:00 pm in the Reu wood

Math Anxiety
Or. Bill Theur. :r of the oounseling
(.._...c:r Will oe 011ermg a workshop
on reducing math anxiety at the
Counseling Center on Wednesday
:lfternoons from 4-5:30 pm. The
workshop will begin October 19
and is open to all UOP math and
statistics students.

New Home
The staff of th e Office of the
Deans, C.O.P., is hosting an
open hou~e tor th.- campus community in tneir new home Friday,
Oct. 14, J:JO to 5 pm in 110 Wen
dell Phillips Center . Refreshments
be served.

All work done
by full qualified
State Licensed
Barber
and
Cosmetologist.

I
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In. November's Sunset

By Julia Stevenson
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Looks at books

Strong man, dwarf,
blindman and bear
key in new book
By Karen Leong

shire, to their travels in Vienna, and
their return to the United States.
More than their geographical travels,
Wh?' cine~ a blind Freud. a bear however, the book portrays how the
named State O'Maine, circus dwarf family mer• .Jer ~ per. alities and inand a weighthltt:r navt: 111 Colllmon? terest<: change over time. Irving
They are all colorful "guest~" of looked closely at the family relationJohn Irving's best seller, The Hotel ship:. and created plausible characters
that diverse audiences could r~late
New Hampshire.
Th<''l!Zt> hi~ f:'arlier work, The with.
The Hotel New Hampshire is a
World According to Garp broke
thought-provokmg merary ~rounds book best described as both
concerning death, his following best- humorous and tragic. One moment
seller, The Hotel New Hampshire Irving is telling the reader about a
surpasses its predecessor by dealing dramatic experience and the next he is
with social problems that few authors describing a light-hearted prank or
even attempt to address. Irving is incident. The unique idea behind this
comfortable with those topics we are usage of emotion is that it succeeds in
all fully aware of, but are too em- drawing feelings out of the reader.
barrassed to openly discuss. He writes This technique works because of the
about all of the social problems with overall continuity. Irving makes the
clarity and insight that may make reader see and feel the tabooed social
some readers cringe with em- problems for what they are:
barrassment because of his honesty. traumatic, destructive, and painful.
The Hotel New Hampshire is a
While doing this, however, he is able
to lessen the blows of the harsher sensitive, vet humoronc: reading with
topics (i.e., murder, suicide, and psychological themes that run
rape), by introducing a comic throughout the book (bears, Freuds,
"relief" character such as a farting mothers, ~.,rrow, arti tlindness). It
make-c: an entertainin~. as well as
dog.
'the Hotel New Hampshire is a educational reading, and recomlook at the Berry Family: Win and mended to those individuals who can
' Mary and their children Frank, Fran- endure the more serious passage!
ny, John, Lilly, and Egg. Intertwined along with the humorous ones. Tht
with the family members are Freud (a movie version of The Hotel Ne"
Jewish bear trainer), and Junior Hampshire is due out in the next year
Jones, a black football player turned or sn, and will star Jodie Foster, Rob
lawyer. There are three animal Love ("Class," "The Outsiders"),
character~ portrayed: State O'Maine
and Nastassia Kinski ("Tess," "One
(a motorcycling bear), Sorrow (the From the Heart"). For those in·
farting dog), and Susie the Bear (who terested in finding out what C'llarac-·
is not :> hP~r 111 :>111) The book ters this trio will play ... "chc-rl<" ont. ·
follows their lives from New Hamp- The Hotel New Hampshlrt'. ttita-lii'
Staff Writer

I

' Conservatory offers
1

Crime statistics show rise

concerts
and
shows
Todd Willis

This outstanding series, which w1 11 v•!
in the Conservatory Auditoriu'"'l, vi!l
bring forth the talents of Charles
.:>chilling both, university
l)ryfl~ · ;t
·mu Profes~o~ or mustc. Ptv ..... ..;
Schilling teaches the organ, harpsichord, piano and Music theory.
He is often heard playing the Carillon
in Burns Tower. The program w;a
come from the eighteenth and
nineteenth century German organist,
Johann Sebastian Bach, Johannes
Brahms and Julius Reubke. It is expected to be a great concert and admission i~ frer to a:~ · ,' 'le who wants
to come. The Cc~nservatory of Music
welcome~ the whol(· University campus and hopes to see you at the upcoming concerts.

Staff Writer

The University of the Pacific,
which offers one of the best Conservatories in the ·country, gives ir ~;
talent to the entire campus to ePJOY
and appreciate . Every Tuesday
night the conservatory gives special
performances to students and music
lovers all over the community. Other
evenings during the week the Conservatory presents various musical events such as student recitals or the
Resident Artist Series.
On Tut>~d;~v October 25, at 8:15
p.m., the (' n ~ ervatory will present
the Twent) ctohth A'"'Ual Organ
Recital for th• ~ • ,.den ".rti~ SL'ries.

• ................................................
~-~-

Crime Summarv

ternber gave th~.:ir r leers a 20.75% increase in the1r b •· ~~ salanes. The
r.:ght -.hift otfi('('f' wi!! r~-:- ..iw a: : ::ldditional7 .50Jn increase in salary.
The Universit'' ot the Pi:l.:ific\
preliminary budget for the tiscai year
1983-84 states since the university is
''labor intensive, it is apparent that
the majority of the reductions must
come from personnel costs and the
remainder from other expenditures."
Tht: University'~ Security Department
is expected to cut $11 ,000 from ·their
budget.
The FBI national crime statistics
for 1982 were released six days ago.
Stockton was reported with a
population of. 153,585 and as a citv

that had 42 "non-negotiable man
slaughters" and murders, 96 forcible
, apt"'.. 92Q r0hho:ries . 679 aggravated
assaults, 4,171 burglaries. Stockton
' tiP~, 4tll i11 ;nme 111 California a11J
30th in the U.S.
UOP has positions available for
10 officers, one of whom is expected to
patrol at night. The night patrolmam
in addition tn locking the buildings
a"" ·~smng tratr1c ~o:1tauuu~o tor 1· ,. , :o,
violations, is responsible for 10 sororities
ana fraternities, 4 of wh;.::n are not vii
the immediate campus, the rotunda,
the classroom buildings, 10 dorms,
the townhouses, the Spanos Center,
the University Center, the Football
fields, and numerous parkin~ lots.

First 40 Days of Academic Year
Total Reports
Total Miscellaneous Services
Crimes Against Persons
Violent Crimes
Crimes Against Property
Total Property Loss
University Theft Reports
University Property Loss
Other Theft Reports
Other Property Loss
Recovered Property
Vandalism Reports
Vandalism Loss
Bicycle Thefts
Bicycle Loss
Thefts From Vehicles
Loss From Vehicles
Traffic Citations
Parking Citations

1983
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3
74
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4
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15
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65
$14,496
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16
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$4,932
16
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PIZZA SPECIAL

12plll to 6pm only
ANY 7" TWO ITEM PIZZA 99~
C.U ahead

478-9584

·----I
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your order ready
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Recorded 30 years a
this landmark record,in go a~ ~r~beck's alma mater,
of Fantasy's acclaimeJ ha_s !ust been reissued as part
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Ongmal Jazz Classics series.
" *****··. Ranks with th 0 1 . ·
sets as the best of Be bJcrlm and Storyville
ru eck on record"
- N<.~t llentoff. Down Beat
.

Available at TOWE
,,
Or, to order <lirtctlv . I d .
R HECORDS.
·
· · sen a check
arnount of $5.~>x. plu:; $!.SO . o r .'~oney ord<'t ill the
postage and handling, to:
Fantasy, Inc.
Dept. l Oin
ll nth and Parkt•r
Berkeley, Ca. 91710
Ask f<wour free Culalog.
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FEATURE
,

·F eature
Update
Spaghetti feed
Newman House invites you to
attend their annual Spaghetti Feed
on Monday, October 17 at the
Pacific Club. There will be a $2.00
donation at the door.

Diamond
In Oakland

rGreek
:-~~~Week '83

The Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum is pleased to announce
that Neil Diamond will do an unprecedented fourth concert in the
Coliseum Arena Sunday, October
23, at 8:00pm.
Tic!Cets for the first three
shows were sold within hours after
their release. Tickets for the Sunday, October 23, show are now on
sale at the Coliseum Box Office
and all major ticket agencies including BASS and TICKETRON.
They are $15.00, $12.50 and $1.00.

rJJOO<D~ GJ\1 ~u-~wce ~~aNJ(!!aia

Ski Fashion
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The pacific Ski Club will be
celebrating the arrival of the 1983·
84 season with a ski fashion show
and social. The event, to be held at
the Pacific Club on Oct. 20, from
7:30-11:00 pm, will feature 15 exciting new outfits from Zuzu's Ski
Shop, a raffle, and a chance for all
members to get together and have
a great time. Free refreshments will
be served. Membership is just
$5.00 per year. For more information about the Pacific Ski Club,
come to our first meeting, Oct. 3rd
at7:30p'll, in theU.C. Theater, or
contact
Jim Calcagno •. 465-1204
Rob Reed ·· 944-7655 (#226

,., .. _

Cb

53
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Grace)

Karen •-::amobell--462-6373

Choc-Jhuc Tasting
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Choco•.,•e ~u;1day, Sacramento's frrst ali-day chocolate tasting
event, w!ll be held October 23 11om
11 am to 6 pm with all proceeds to
benefit the Sacramento Symphony. For more information or
tickets call ext. 2137 and ask for
.Bertha.

AIM
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.. Football Band

SENIORS
FLY JETS YOUR FIRST YEAR
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The Air Force is currently taking applications for
pilots and navigators, and this may be the opportunity you've been looking for. If you are a US
citizen and will graduate within one year, you may
qualify for the exciting career of an Air Force
officer! We offer a starting salary of approx.
$19,000 along with many outstanding benefits.
There are only a limited number of vacancies at
Officers Training School, so don't delay. If you're
interested, contact your local Air Force recruiter
or call:
(916) 635-9618 Collect
(IDtereeted UDdercla. .meD
coDtact ROTC at
(916) 454·7315)

. . . . . . .__ . the UC ga\\ery ,
:~3
trom 12-1 p.m.

.

.II be on sale tool
.

oon'~ forget to bnng
your ASUOP card\

''The Latinos in
Concer~''

SSgt Wa)!De Mabry

next week (Oct.

1984 yearbooks WI

The UOP Football Band will
play an outdoor concert at the
University Center Patio on Friday,
Oct. 14 at 4:00 pm. Dr. Dave
Goedecke will lead the band in a
variety of jazz, rock, swing and
pop selections including favorites
such as "Spain," "Children of
Sanchez," "Gloria," "Blues in the
Night," and "Hungry Tigers."

The Latinos, Harolrl, Brian,
Ronnie, Phillip a11d Richard, are
one of the freshest, most original
nnd vrr~ntH~ .... -.... ...... ~ · · .....
_ ;~~"
Music today. Tn. :e .will be a
Special l<eature of tuc evening at
the Scottish Rite Auci,tnrmm, 33
West Alpine Avenue, Stockton,
beginning at 7:30 p.m pn Friday
October 14th. Tic. e~~ . ... $5.00 m
advance, $6.00 at the'd~cr. Group
rates are available. For information call:(209) 462-6924 .

Run Sacramento
Saturday, Oct. 15&29 -9:00am
Main Lodge - Kirkwood Meadows Drive
Kirkwood Ski Resort, one of Lake Tahoe's premiere
destination resorts is seeking qualified , service
oriented employees for th~· 83/84 ;ki season.

Seasonal positions available:
Lift Operators
Food Service
Cooks
Maids
Parking Attendants
Ticket Checkers
· Ticket Sellers

Maintenance persons
Equipment operators
Clerical personnel
Accounting personnel
Ski School
Ski Patrol
Ski Mechanics

P.O. Box 1

Kirkwood, CA 95646
(209) 258-6000
An <'qual oppurtumty employer

Girl Scouts will be sponsoring
a "Fun Run" for the more than
15,000 local Girl Scouts ac; well as
the general ('!'rnmnnity on October
23 at Capitol Park in Sacramento
to.
Three distances will te
available for the physically fit, and
those who need to warm up a little.
A half mile run will begin at 9: 15
am, with the three and five mile
runs starting at 9:30 am. The run
will begin at the east side of the
Capitol Building at the fish pond.
Cost of the run is $5.00 which
covers the cost of the "Fun Run"
t·shirt. Anyone wishing to stretch
their legs and improve their health
is invited to attend the First Annual event.
For more information, contact Mae Mohr at 441-4545 during
the day, or 925-5367 in the
evenings.

ENTERTAINMENT
I

Loggins ali~~~:c~e~konstag~
cCraollwdYt_notuo aFctrt~veendlis't'e' nemrse~lowed the

By Dawn Polvorosa
Entertainment Editor

A glowing Kenny Loggins commented after his Sunday evening concert, "Oh, Stockton's great!" And,
Kenny showed how much he appreciated the Stockton crowd with a
wonderful two hour concert.
Opening {or Kenny Loggins was
comedian Louie Anderson. Before
the show Louie was a big nervous
about facing what he termed as "a
sophisticated crowd." After a warm
reception by the Stockton audience,
Louie sailed through his routine not
giving the laughing crowd any time to
catch their breath between jokes.
Although Kenny didn't come on
stage until 8:40 for a 7:00 concert
time, Stockton was still anxious to
eceive him. Before the show, Kenny
.oggins' production manager,
'layon Johnson commented, "Kenv show,.cl up at 5:':\0 for l'! Ci:OO sound
eck, it's typical." Part of the show's
lay was due to public safety's
1licy of searching the concert goers.
hnson was a little dismayed with
r s policy saying, "you don't need a
..rch for this crowd."
When Kenny Loggins finally
bounded on stage he opened with an
unrecognizeable song, due to the
crowd's audible pleasure at his
arrival. Moving into "Whenever I
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Robert Binder
Mark Garrison
Guy Lester
Jeng Maw Lin

Dee Dee Antypas
Lani Battiste
Karen Benedict
Kqthy Berryman
Mary Canevar1·
Alexis Davis
Deni Dickinson
Kari Fordis

Syd Nauras
Drew Noel
Jim Panopulos
Bill Pierce .

Cyndie Gosling
Lisa Headlee
Sona Herbertson
Leticia Herrera

We would also like to acknowledge all of those
who participated in our 1983-84 Spring Rush
program and with them the best of luck in
the forthcoming year.

Garret Toy
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and the lights came up, thd~t.crno':,f
10
. oined in on a rowdy ren I
LTh" Is It ,, At this point the floor
ts
·
1 tting into
was pulsating with peop e g~
After
the music of K~nny,~oggdmtife'' it
the crowd pleasmg Har
.
seemed impossible for the Lo~gms
band to inspire the Stockton ~udt~nct
anymore, but Kenny moved nght mto
no longer
"I'm Alright." There were
.
.
any chairs on the floor • just ~attsfiec> ·
people, nearly overpowen~g the
music emanating from the etghteefl
stage speakers.
.
alked off 1
As Kenny Loggtns w
d
stage the crowd acted like scolde
child;en forcing him back on s~age
for his first encore of "Don't Ftght
It." As Kenny was hugging the ba~d
members on stage the crowd was meluded in the affection he felt for the
Stockton concert.
Kenny slowed down to an easy
tempoeq "Celebrate Me Ho~e" for ~
his second encore, allowmg the
audience to float out on a wave of
nice music and good feelings.
Backstage, after the c?ncert,
Kenny commented, "I think ~~ went
real well, I think we got everythmg we
were after." Well, the capacity crowd
at the Spanos Center certainly got
what they were after, a night of Kenny Loggins at his best. ~~··•~·
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Michele Konishi
Sharon Levin
Stephanie Mandel
Kim Nguyen
Debbie Pitcher
Barbara 'Stroud
l't.felinda Sutton

Margaret Imai
Shirley Iwai
Sheryl Jarman
Karen Klein

Next, Loggins advanced into a
set of songs co-written with Michael
McDonald. Pop hits "What a Fool
Believes" and "Heart to Heart" were
crowd pleasers. But the steady drum
beat carried through the melody was
a definite signature of McDonald, not
Loggins.
Kenny Loggins then sat down,
got comfortable, sent the band out
for coffee and proceeded to tell
Stockton what brought him to the
Spanos Center. "Besides wanting to
come here," said Kenny, "and seeing
a picture of this place and saying
'that's a good room,' we thought
we'd record." According to Clayton
Johnson, the band which performed
on Sunday "was the best band Kenny
has had in a while, so he's recording
for posterity." After the concert
Kenny said the recording was ''partly
for our own scrapbook and partly for
a future live album."
Kenny Loggins, alone on stage
with a single spot light was a perfect
setting for the next set of oldies from
the days of Loggins and Messina.
Songs like "Your Mama Don't DanDance." "Watching the River Run,"
"I Wanna Sing You a Love Song,))
"House at Pooh Corner," and
"Danny's Song" brought the crowd
to their feet, singing along.
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A Variety of
Entertainers
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ENT·ERTAIN~ MENT
Dance C.o mpany ·p.resents
By Amy Lawrence
Sutrr wrlter
soaring dancers with flying leaps
and fluid movement will arrive at
VOP next Friday in the forms of the
Ruth Langridge Dance Company.
This highly praised seven member dance ens.emble will kick off ~he
day with a sene~ of master classes and
theY wil' fir ahze "''tl a sparkling
dance co _, after twilight.
Frid '"'" r: -rt " 'l'l~~ i<; Jazz, from
9:00-10:30 am. All in:erested students
faculty, friend s and community
members may also jump into Ballet
from 10:30-12:00, Modern from
12:1»-1:30 and Mime from 2:00-3:30.
Cla~~t:~ rauge 1 rum beginning to
·ntermec ~·p 1"""1 , .. .-l •~-e instructors
(member~ of the ..:ompar.y) will adapt
to the
· · ·r • udents. Admission t : :'1t course~ is free for
· faculty an I . ,SUO P rr embers, and
general adm :~ ..~vu i:. .u .00 per class.
Tickets may be purchased at the door
at Anderson hall, where all the classes
will take place.
The finale to all this, of course,
is the critically applauded dance concert Friday evening at Long Theatre.
The repertory includes such numbers
as Long Distance, which "has the

co~pa.ny bouncing off one another in
whimsical, reaching movements and
reluctant lea~e-takings as they mimic
the non-physical communication of a

long distance conversation''; and
Flywheel, a ''wonderful dance series
of concentric patterns, a breathless,
continuous dance of dervish force.''

"Flywheel. , The Ruth Langridge Dance Company

Stockton's ballet opens
Polvor~""
Enttrtallnment Editor .. ....

Bv Oawn

day carried several ments over the
duet~ . It was apparent that the individual dancers were quite good,
however, unsatisfaclory in the
duos. The duets had shakey transitions, too much partner relience
and an incident where the ballerina
was dropped by her partner. There
was but one exception to this rule,
in the dance Le Corsaire Pas de
Deux. Dancers, Claudia Jung and
Mehmet
Balkan
displayed
smoother transitions, and more
professional handling.
The solos performed by Paul
Boyd in Trappet and Mehmet
Ihlkan in Le C.orsaire Pas de Duex
we re definite favorite s which
highlighted Saturday's show.
Also, the solos performed by Judy
i'ugate and Medhi Bahiri, bolh in .
Sleeping Beauty Pas de Deux. were

The San Joaquin Hallet
opened their sea son with the
Second Annual International
Awards Gala performance on
Friday October 7th, with a similar
program presented on Saturday
October 8th. The dance company
consisted of seven dancers from six
different countries, all of whom
have been recognized through
achil!ving awards in international
competitions.
The Saturday evening performance included nine dance
segments. There was not much
staging but the lack of it had no
detrimental effect on the overall
performances.
The solos presented on Satur-

beautifully danced.
The Gala show offered
traditional ballet as well as contemporary ballet. The traditional
performances, were just that, there
was nothing extraordinary in the
choreography. Similarly, the contemporary dances offered no innovation and little substance.
The San Joaquin Ballet
struggles to be recognized as a
cultural staple in the Stockton
community. It does provide good
ballet but the season offerings are
too limited to become a cultural
base. The entire 1983-1984 season
consists of,The Second Annual International Awards Gala, Nutcracker, andThe Spring Concert.
However, I do recommend the San
Joaquin Ballet for an evening of
nice, yet unsophisticated, dance.

The ,toughest job
you II ever love
.
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We admit it. It takes a different kind of person to be a Peace Corps Volunteer.
of exotic lands. The hours as a volunW e wo n't mislead you with glowing pictures
f
.
.
h I .
sometimes seem overw e mmg.
teer are l on g . The pay is modest. And the rustrattons
'll b ·
d ·
1
But the satisfactions and rewards are immense. You
e 1mmerse m a new cu ture,
become fluent in a new language, and.Iearn far more about yourself than you ever
expected .
h p
C
·
d ·
II
orps 1s measure m sma accomYou 'II a Jso discover that progress in t ebl eace
h
d
.
K
I
.
.
b 'I .
· h as rural health clinics esta .is e m . .enya.
. h ments. suc
p11s
. · rngatwn systems u1 t m
Upper Volta. Fresh-water fish ponds started m the ~hthppmes,- · .
The progress may seem modest, but t~ people m developmg nattons who have
never before had clean drinking water, basK
health care, or enough to eat, the Peace Corps
brings a message of hope and change.
•
We invite you to look into t~e volunteer

••

opportunities beginning this year m 65 .
developing nations. See our representatives
for details .
Peace Corps Ret:ruiter~ on Campus
Mon ., Oct. 17 to Wed.·. O~l. 19
9 a .m. until 5 p.m.
Univer~ity Center: Info. Table .

PEAJCE

CORPS
.

Seniors sign up for interviews
and pkk up application packet
at Placement Office.

FREE Peace Corps Film: Knoles Hall, Room 212, Tuesday, Oct . 18, 7:00p.m .

DISCussion~---.---------.;

Critics shout at Crue

•••

Flywheel, in fact, will soon be a
part of the Pacific Dance Ensemble
repertory. The only way to obtain
new material like this is for the
rl-0reog.·aphcr to teach it, which
La· gridge has generously
Ruth
agreed to do
The variuus numbers in the concert have something for everyone,
using works from Bach to jazz to
electronic sound. They have been
described in glowing terms by obviously captivated critics.
Critics are equally enthralled
with Ruth Langridge and her
. choreography, which has been
described as "wonderful flights in air
and liquid st~:eams of movement."
Langridge is a graduate of the
"famed" New York High School of
Performing Arts, Antioch College,
and Harvard University. Her
teaching credits are also extensive,
and include the Marin Ballet School,
the San Francisco Ballet School,
Princeton University, and Boston
university.
'
The dance company appeared on
the UOP campus last year. Gretchen
Harding, who arranged for them to
return this year' explained en. thusiastically that "the response was
so wonderful we decided to invite
them back again."
The Cumpany has been in
existence smce 1978, and is part of the
Dance 1\ssociation. They are a fast
rising group, currently touring
California as part of a recently awarded San Francisco Foundation Grant.
The UOP dance concert begins
Friday at 8:00 at Long Theatre. Admission is free to faculty and students; general admission is $2.50.
This exhilerating event is sponsored by the UPBEAT Fine Art
Committee and the Drama/Dance
Department. More information may
be obtained by calling the UOP
Drama Department at 946-2116.

MotleyCrue
Shout at the Devil
Electra

•••

Out of Los Angeles, Motley
Crue is introducing its second
heavy metal album, Shout at the
Devil. The group is currently
touring America and recently appeared at the U.S. Festival.
The group consists of Nikki
Sixx on bass, Vince Neil lead
vocalist, Mick Mars on guitar and
Tommy Lee on drums. The group
credits and patterns themselves after the Kiss organization in dress
and attempted sonnd.
Motley Crue's focus is towards
the limited hard rock listenet. Song

titles such as "Shout at the Devil,"
"Looks That Kill," "Danger,"
"Red Hot," "Knock 'Em Dead
Kid" and "Bastard" illustrate this
point. Presently a top selling
album, sales are going amazingly
well and basically to the high
school age bracket.
Motley Crue's music is thin on
talent. The musical beat and guitar
progressions are basically the same
driving sound in each song.
Repetitive lyrics add to the
monotonous sound; for example,
"Shout at the Devil" states
"shout" 60 times in the three
minute song. The group also took
a previous Beatles classic "Helter
Skelter" and destroyed it by giving
it the same sound as the rest of
their music.
After three or four songs, we
found ourselves reaching for the
Tylenol and hoping it contained
cyanide. For the truly hard rocker,
Motley Crue offers 40 minutes of
repetitive heavy metal. For one
with any kind of musical sense or
knowledge, the album should not
be purchased. If purchased by
your rommate, it can be used as a
frisbee. In our nninion. , Motley
Crue is weU named. (Jecord courtesy of the Recora 1:' ac•Mv)
It',.,,;.., f.'nt?J . • ,

Paw Policy
Great, Good, Terrific
Above Average
Average
Not Too Good
Why was this ever made?
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Rossell.i Raps

undefe8te
remains
Volleyball
By Dan Sousa
Editor-InChid

By Dave Rosselli
Sports Editor

What's wrong with Tigers?
There comes a point in a football season where evaluation and
critique of a ball club becomes appropriate. With !he Tigers record at 0-4
in conference and 1-5 in league, now 1s as good a time as ever to evaluate.
The collapse of the UOP Tigers in 1983 is due to several key factors. According to head coach Bob Cope there are three main areas that ~ave
proven very costly. 1) The loss of quarterback Paul Berner; Paul1s ~n
outstanding athlete and no doubt one of the best quarterback.s m
America. With the loss of Paul due to a knee i~jury in Oregon the T1gers
lost the bulk of their offensive strength. "W1th all the guys that have
hurt, if we had Paul right now we would be 5-l, there's no dou,bt abo~t
it " said head coach Bob Cope. "The games we lost we wouldn t have 1f
B~rner would have been in there." During his junior year Berne~ pa~sed
for 2,586 including 12 touchdowns. "If I would have known gomg mto
this season that we were going to be able to run the football the way we
can, the way Paul can throw, then I would have told ~ou we could be an
awesome football team." The loss of Paul Berner IS the number one
reason for the Tigers problems. 2) The talent level has been depleted to
where Pacific can't overcome their own mistakes; "What's happened to
us through our injuries, (Berner, Green, Heinrich, Thomas, Lampson,
Gnn7~IP.7 . Camo) we're at ·~eo "'C"irt where we have to play perfect to
win," said Cope. "There ~n't one team that can play p_erfect .he added. "We haven't overcowo;; auvti:ut:r, when we make a mistake 1t.s ter:r. ina I. Injuries are the second reason for the collapse of the T1gers.
uMo' r a list of who thev have lost for the season: Paul Berner - torn
.igaments in the right knee; Kevin Green - b;-,-,1\en right humerus; Tony
\ amp - pulled hamstring; Kurt Heinrich- injurea ngnt snoulder.: Greg
Thomas- injured right knee. 3) The Tigers don't know how to ~m; not
one of the players participating on this 1983 ball club have expenenccd a
successful football program at Pacific. The ballplayers are used to losing
and it takes time to turn things around, especially when costly injuries
cutback on the talent level. "We've played hard but we haven't played
well," said Cope. "Our players want to win, but a lot of our mistakes are
made from trying too hard."
~~~~~

"I've never been more frustrated
with a football team because I really
believe we can win. "
I've now identified three main reasons for the fall of the UOP Tigers
football team, the most important of which is the loss of Paul Berner. the
fact of the matter is that Paul is out for the season and he's not coming
back for quite a while. With six games remaining the Tigers are going to
have to find a way to win, or wind up with one of their worst records in
Pacific's history. The Tigers have the capability to win even with their injury situation. There are four fundamental areas that need to be corrected before the team can even dream about winning. 1) To eliminate turovers. Pacific gives up far too many interceptions and costly fumbles. 2)
Eliminate the long pass. The Tiger secondary has been weak all season
and has been known for giving up the long pass even when they drop into
a deep zone. This simply can't happen. 3) To eliminate foolish penalties.
UOP has been consistently flagged for personal foul penalties that according to Cope is because the team is over aggressive. Let's stop being
so aggressive and play fundamental football. 4) Create some turnovers
on defense. The Tiger secondary has yet to intercept a pass this season
through six games. The record for fewest interception in a season is 8 set
back in 1961. The way the Tiger secondary is playing they may very well
set a new Tiger record. The defense must create turnovers.
There is no doubt that injuries, including the loss of Paul Berner,
has seriously affected the outcome of most of the games played in this
19R3 season. With a healthy Paul Berner the Tigers may very well be 5-1.
The fact is that regardless of whether Berner is playing or not, the four
dreas I talked about are still not fundamentally sound. Until the Tigers
decide to get to work and improve those areas the team will continue o
lose. Paul Berner will be back in 1984, but 1983 is the problem and the
Tigers have their work cut out for them. 1-11 does not sound very appealing.

The
undefeated
women's
volleyball squad continued their quest
for a national champiOnship by
defeating three ranked teams on the
road this past week. The secondranked Tigers will keep their suitcases
packed as they fly to Oregon for two
weekend matches.
UOP, 12-0, will face 18th ranked
Oregon State tonight in a NorPac
league match and then travel to
Eugene to face the Oregon Ducks
tomorrow night. The Beavers will
host the Tigers at their 10,000 seat
coliseum tonight. The Beavers have a
record of20-3.
"Our goal is to be national
champions and we have to play well
on the road if we are to win that

championship," said assistant. coach
Steve Lowe, "This weekend Will be a
challenge."
.
Saturday will not be any easier
for the Tigers as they take on Oreg~n
Ducks who have just pulled off a big
upset of the fifth ranked USC

Staff Writer

The University of the Pacific
water polo team took a turn in the;
opposite direction last Sunday as the
UC Irvine Anteaters dealt the Tigers a
tough 10-9 overtime loss in front of a
large vocal crowd at Kjeldsen Pool.
The loss, following a 14-9 victory at
Santa Clara on Friday, snapped
Pacific's 6-game winning streak and
left the 5th ranked Tigers at 1-1 in
league play and 8-5 overall.
''The Irvine game was the most
important of the weekend,'' said
Tiger mentor Dennis Nugent, who
saw his team jump out to a 3-1 lead
over the 3rd ranked Anteaters early in
the first period. Pacific started quick
on a Mike Haley goal just 25 seconds
into the contest. Irvine followed with
a goal of their own just 15 seconds
later, evening the score at one. The
quarter continued in high-scoring
fashion as each squad posted two
more scores in the remaining six
minutes to knot the score 3-3.
However, just as quickly as the
Tigers showed signs of dominance in
the first, the Tigers displayed symptoms not -commonly characteristic
of a 5th ranked team as UOP
mishandled several golden opportunities, resulting in costly turn-overs
and three unanswered Irvine goals. If
it were not for a Dan Hollingsworth
goal with :35 remaining in the half,
the Tigers may have found themselves
gasping for air while facing a threepoint deficit. But instead, the half
ended with UOP trailing 6-4.
In the third period, the Tigers
dug themselves an even deeper hole as
the Anteaters scored twice more with
a UOP goal, Haley's second of the
day, in the middle, leaving the Tigers
behind 8-5.
Just when it seemed things could
only get better, they got worse for the

back to tie the match,'' said Lowe.
San Jose was led by 6,
1
sophomore Lisa Ice who had 23 .
on the night. Jce also had an
rung .400 hitting percentage.

poin~~The

team played well undb~r
t ·ght out to a 1g
pressure, we go n
, aid Lowe
lead in the fifth game, s
mat:
"The .San Jose comebac,~ was a
ter of them playing well. . .
AllUOP was led by JUruor
American Eileen Dempster who had
20 kills and by sophomore. Therese
Boyle who had 18 kills. Juruor setted
All-American Jan Saunders .ha
's 17 aces on the rught.
seven o f Uop
~
·
Dempster also had a great de enslve
night with three blocked shots and
two block assist~.
.
ames

Saturday Oct. 8 vs . UCSB
The Tigers earned their
victory of the season over
ranked UCSB with a 15--6, IS-8,
core UOP was led once again
bempster who ~ad 11 kills and
sophomore Robm Burns who
four block shots.

d "W
spots." He further st~te '
e
showed our talent by g~tt~g thbat 3 1
lead, but we had a delenslve rea -

down The kids didn't w~•um••u•u1-.v_and l~ttoo m a ny goal-; go hy"

Trojans.
Tuesday Oct. 11 vs San Jose State
.
For the first time all season 1t
took the Tigers five games to put
away an opponent. UOP defeated the
12th ranked San Jose State Spartans
15-8, 15-9, 11-15, 9-15, 15-13 before a
crowd of 1000 partial Spartan
rooters.
"It was good experience to go
five games because we haven't felt
that pressure yet this season," said
Lowe.

Poloists lose

Kevin Messenger

4-8 10
· arne
The Tigers were up 1
~e a
five before th.e ~h:~t~:~e~~k the
comeback. Dunng
h a whole
Tigers served tbroug
. .
rotation before getting the wmnmg

Tigers. Irvine scored again with j!-l~t a
minute gone in the fourth, glVIng
them a 9-5 lead and what appeared to
be a certain victory. As UOP took a
timeout, the excitement began as the
UOP crowd began whooping it up,
voicing their support for their Tigers.
The Tigers did not respond until the
clock showed 3:45 remaining, but it
was then that the Tigers proceeded to
score four goals in less than four
minutes beginning with Hollingsworth's second goal of the morning.
One minute later, it was Hollingsworth
again, this time hitting on his third ot
the day to close the gap to two.
Another minute gone, Haley rifled in
his third of the day making it 9-8 as
Irvine called time. As the action
began again amidst a frenzy of
cheers, the Tiger charges advanced
once again upon the Irvine goal as
John Lautze put one past the Irvine
netminder, stunning the Anteaters
with :48 left and the score tied. Irvine
had a last shot to win in regulation,
but Mike Ennis provided another of
his nine timely saves with ten seconds
left to give UOP a chance to win.
However, after a Tiger timeout, Dan
H ollingsworth's shot with :02 on the
clock went wide left, thus setting up
the two, 3-minute overtime periods.
In the first OT, neither team
could mount any scoring punch as the
three minutes went by scoreless. But
in the second, Irvine silenced the
crowd with a goal at the 1:24 mark
which stood as the final margin. UOP
posted a final comeback effort as
Kevin Hernandez made a steal with :35
left , but it was to no avail as the
Tigers could not capitalize.
Said coach Nugent after the loss,
"Nothing is going to come easy. We
can't be embarrassed by the loss, but
on the other side of the coin, we
thought we could beat that team. We
have to try to eliminate some of those
mistakes that put us into those tough
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HELP SHAPE THE FUTURE

The Atkinson Graduate School
of Management
WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY
Salem, Oregon 97301
An academically rigorous twcryear
Master's program to provide 'the
educational Foundation for
Careers in the Management of
Business, Government, and
Not-For-Profit Organizations.
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All interested students should see:
Mary Ann Wynkoop, Assistant
Director of Admissions
Friday, October 14, 1983
8:00 am. to 5:00 p.m.
Career Planning and Placement
Office
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Mike Haley shown here setting up score during re(:ent loss against Irvine
Tiger pool.
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•3.00 off 24" Family
•2.00 off 16" Large
FREE DELIVERY
1-5 to West Lane
Ben Holt to Harding

Friday Oct. 7 vs. Cal Poly SLO
UOP beat the Mustangs for
·h
second time this se~on w1t a
-15,
16-14,
15-8
VIctory.
The
4
were led once again by Dempster
had 16 kills. Therese Boyle had

l~form~tio~ on Placement, Internships, Curriculum,
FinaQclal Aid and Willamette's Joint Degree program in
law and management available on request.

-------

At'h letic Sports & Lettering
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SUPPORT THE TIGERS WITH
Silk Screen printing on T-shirts.
· Uniforms, Jackets and Caps.

Free Estimates
Group prices for
Fast Service
Teams, Clubs,
1829 Pacific Ave. Fraternities, Sororities
463-9013
& _D orms.

The Famou
The Pit~a t

CAN YOU BUY GOOD TASTE?
Yes! Now you can acquire good taste for a
words and alligator h
couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors
so order your k' sd a~e good taste .
Equi~ sportswear m 0 good taste in Dos
that say. "Dos Equis." After all, those
are fore1gn words. And anyone in college
eat your peanut b t~ay. An~ remember to
...._ _ _ knows people who wear stuff with foreign- wiches over the si~k er and Jelly sand-

,.
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SPORTS
igers attempt to hold -off 49ers, Dillon

lb "''•h.
n rJ .
' le~d lo'>¥e
h o ha-'by ·
ht '~ c Ice
I
h" • e o h d "23

By Dave Rmsem

UOP vs Utah State
For the 9,500 spectators at
Sports Editor
Pacific Memodal stadium last SaturItt
t
an 0111
Tht UOP Tigers football squad
day evening the Utah State marching
e.
\rd it again last wee~ ::nd, losing this
ba.nd was about the most exciting
·
Ucs
t'~e
to the Utah S~ate 1\.gies
at tht~g they witnessed all night.
1
•
B
'al
s
di
w·
h
er earned
.
pacific ~emon
ta urn.
It • a
Netther team scored in the first 5
or the e
their ~0-4 .;ou1erem:e record and a a-S min~tes of play. However, following
ith 15
on Over ,;'overall mark the Tigers with 6 games a Mtke Pitz interception at the Tiger's
P
le
·6, 13.8 ~~remaining h~ve son:tething to pn;lVe to 30 yardline, Aggie quarterback Chico
ho h dd once ag ~"themselves, It certamly has nothmg to Canales wasted no time·(6 seconds) to
re obin ~ 1 kills aatn 'do with winnin2 the PCAA conferen- get on the scoreboard as he fired 30
h t •
urns Wh~d '(;e. In the last four ball games Pacific yards to James Samuels in the end\aq consistentl.Y opened up appor- zoo~ to score with 9:19 in the ftrst
t 7v
tunities for therr opponents to score,
penod and the Aggies had a 7-0 lead.
• t •
Poly Slo rnatniY through ~riti~al penalties, Scoring was balanced in the 2nd quar1
time th'1 e 1u tangs t (personal fouls,. unsportsmanli~e ter as Willie Beecher and Scott Kin1 1
on With or \;onduct). Penalties and turnovers m
ney both nailed field goals to make
'1d
• 15- · .victory. 1'ha IS.'bitical situations arc signs of a team the score at halftime 10e
n by Dem e l'1~hat is not me'1ta11v UTenr
7 Utah State.
1 °~
1
•
•
here e Bo Pster · something head coach Bob Cr
has
The 3rd quarter proved once
I ht fVI
With fiv Yle ha.jbeen working nn PVPf ~tnce hll
lp.
again to be the killer for the Tigers as
e aces. "We haven't learned how to win the Aggie scored 17 points while
~et" said ho:. ..... ~ua~n ilv:> Cope.
holding the Tigers to nothing. Eric
"Tbe kids reaHy want to win and do Adams ran it in from 3 yards out with
!well, but we just don't have the 9:19 in the period. Beecher powered
d 1'd •
!Poise," he added. "If you have poise a 50 yard field goal and Marc White
n 1 cornmuni~you don't commit foolish penalties."
1 go hy.'• With less than 48 hours until kickoff was on the opposite end of a 42 yard
strike from Chico Canales with 0'20
9
• column 2)
Coach Cope dosesn't have much time in the quarter and the Tigers were off
to teach them, as the Long Beach to their Sth strait loss. Final score
49ers are waiting in the wings Utah 27. UOP 10.
a chance to be the 6th team in a
Visitors Home
to punish the Tigers and go home
First downs
16
22
a victory.
169
174
Net
yards
rushing
The 49ers have one of the most
197
Net yards passing '.01
•...-••le,mlc>si air attacks the Tigers will
Offensive plays
75
55
all year.
Quarterback Todd
371
Total net yards
323
at 6-0. 195 lbs, ran and passed for
3-1
Fumbles
0-0
I yards a year <lbv, the second
4-45
Penalties
11-85
totll m NCAA hi.<.lory. The enPossession
33:28 26:32
backfield returns intact along with
bulk ot the recievmg co1 ps and
Beach will have four Allhonorable mention choices
tomorrow night. If the Tigers
to stay close to the 49ers in this
(continued/rom page 8)
then they will have to put
October 7th
on Dillon and keep him from
UOP at Santa Clara
time to pick and choose his
recievers.
The Tigers trounced the Broncos
Oil'"" "rn"''"r!'o ?~Q nf 504 atafter opening up a 6-1lead at the end
tempts (57%) for 3, 517 yards and 19
of the first and holding on for the
TO's in his frrst season of major
eventual14-9 final tally. Leading the
,.ompt-titioJl
He averaged
Tigers with three goals was John
326.1 yArds per game total-offense Lautze follo,wed by Mike Haley and
best m rhe nation and had seven
J(evin Hernanfi.,.., wi•"' tum apiece.
adding single goals fN the Tigers
. where he gained 300 yards
t':;s nan ha~ timt' to thrf'lw the
was Scott Bretall. Pat McCullough,
ball, lvmorrow nighr coulc be the
Ray J ohnsun, BL•b h: Gaughran,
Brad Nelson, Peter Galli, and John
1-._•••••••••••l~':.t
nf tht' ~ea'lf'n for the orange
II
black. Here's a quick look at last Richards.
The Tigers face quite possibly
s game against the Utah
Aeses•..;.,.
the most crucial week of the season as

.,.,_111

;nt

1

···rl

r

Tiger Note
*Tbe last time tbe Tigers got off to an 0-4
PCAA start was 19110 wben consecutive losses
to Long Beach State, Fresno State, Utah State,
and San Jose State was snapped by a lastminute win over Cal-State l'ullerton In the
season flnale ... UOP Is 9·9 against Long Beach
State and 65-811-6 vs the PCAA. 19110 marked
the last year a UOP team has lost five In a row.
*In bls four years as Chester Caddas'
defensive coordinator (1972·75), tbe Tigers
were 3·1 n. LBS .•• UOP won the first three
years (14·10, 10..(1, 38..(1). In 1975, tbe Tigers
loslll·ll.
*With bls second low yard game of the
season, Kirby Warner bas gained more rushing
yards this season than anyone In the PCAA...
At his current pace of 101.3 yards per game, be
will easily become the first player since Bruce
Gibson to rush for over 1,000 yards.
*Long Beach State Is another team on the
Tiger list of series wltb last minute
berolcs...Last year, In tbe most wide open
football team one could Imagine (162 yards
total offense, Paul Remer set a single game
record for passing yardage 370 while Todd
Dillon chucked for 354 himself) Dillon booked
up with Darren Long with 1:171eft to give the
Beach a 32-31 vlctory...ln 1981, 117 was again
the lucky number as Kurt Heinrich, currently a
redshlrt with a separated shoulder, snared a
pass from Harley Miller with 1:17 lefr to J!lve
tbe Tigers a 17·10 win after being down 17·
3... 1n 1980, LBS was rolling along with a 17..0
lead only see tbe Tigers score 12 points In the
second quarter to make tbe final score 17-llas
neither team scored In the second half ... ln
1979, Tiger kicker Jeff Council just missed a
43-yard field goal attempt the last play of the
game as the Beach won 17·15...UOP bas not
beaten tbe 49ers at bome since 1978 when a
Chester Caddas coached team did the trick, 14·
0...

Win over Broncos 1 4-9
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Lionel Manuel makes a futile attempt to knock an interception away from
Aggie defender.

Tigers slumping, 4-7
By Karen Komsak
After a five game losing streak,
the University of the Pacific's soccer
team will ·take a break until next
Tuesday when they battle against SF
State University beginning at 2:30pm
on Brookside field. Previous to their
most recent loss against Santa Clara,
the Tigers played a tough game against No.5 ranked USF, only to have the
Dons score two goals in the second
half to win 2-0 (one goal was on a
penalty shot).
Pacific, who is a member of both

Big match for hockey- Stanford
By Doreen Jackson
Staff Writer

UOP's field hockey team will
play an important conference game
tomorrow against Stanford.
The
game will 1:>.. hPirl op T(noles Field at
11:00. a.m. -\ccording to head coach
Carla Kom •, ••. ,c;:aut must win in
order to stay in the conference race.
As of Wednesday, Stanford has a
record of 3 -1 in the conference while
UOP is at 1- 3.
Last Friday the team lost in
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· In association with the
5th Rank NCAA UOP
LADIES Tiger Softbaii .Team.
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8.40
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Veggie

6 .00
Pepperoni

Pepsi
Pepsi Light
Sprite
Orange
Root beer
Ice Tea
Salamt

Go Tigers

1. Chi Alpha
2. Archania
3. Woofheads
4.BDHR
5. Mathputos

Onions

am

"Eat 'Em Up"

I
2
I
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0
0
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L
8 )
6 2
3 4
1 7
1 6

"BB,,

1. T Zoners
2. Big Macks
3. Nads
4. Zoners
5. Doormites
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6. Phi Delta Chi

5
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7. Werner Warriors
8. Farley
9.GDI
10. Grades Crew
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Volleyball Rankings
(first place votes in parenthesis)
Team
! .Hawaii (35)

i: ~~:f~~~

4.UCLA
5·USC
6.Kentucky
7 .San Diego State
8.Purdue
. 9 Nebraska
lv.Texas
ll.Arizona
12.SanJoseState
13.BYU
14.Tennesse
14.Santa Barbara
16.Cal Poly SLO
17 .ArizonaState
18.0regonState

~~:~:~Mexico

record
12-0
12-0
8-2
21-3
!2-2
28-2
18-6
13-2
15-3
16-3

7-7
12-4
13-1
12-3
21-!1
6-9
4-7
20-3
21-4
11-11

Ill'
T-Shirts
Sweats
Sweaters ·
For Dorms, Sororities, and Fraternities

Four years on campus

Anchovies
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Quality work at competitive prices

.50

1
1

Intriunural Standin~

Screenprinting & Embroidery

Olives
Mushrooms

,. ·

Cal State Fullerton
San Jose State
Utah State
UN Las Vegas
Fresno State
CSU Long Beach
Pacific

Cn.n ference
w L
(}
3
:'
0
2
1

16oz.

St-.45

9.45
8.00
Cnotr.t. ot Topptny~

466-5678
466-5679
Free' Delivery
to UOP Student~ .
6 PM to lOPM
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double overtime to Long Beach State.
Long Beach scored in the last minute
and a half of the second overtime
period.
"That was the low point of our
year," Konet commented. "They
played very hard for the seventy
minutes (the length of the regular
game). The defense played really,
really well. And then Long Beach
scored after almost ninety minutes of
play. It was heartbreaking."
Another reason the loss was a
difficult one to take was the fact that
UOP lost its top 20 ranking as a
result.
On October 4, UOP traveled to
Berkeley for a conference game and
was defeated 4 - 1. Berkely scored
first on a penalty corner in the first
thirteen minutes. Then two minutes
before halftime. they scored again.
Pacific came back in the second half
with a goal rrom junior Luci
Lagrimas on a penalty stroke in the
first two minutes. At this point it
looked as though UOP was going to
come back. But halfway through the
second half Berkeley scored again
and sealed the win with a goal in the
final five minutes.
"They played well, for their first
game on astroturf. They had the
same problems they've had all years,
too mapv ""'""ltv corners, and Wf
haven't been able to sustain
an attack .. Konetsaid.
She auOt:O, " J still feel we're om
of the top ~eait1& ;u the West Coast,
but until we get the offense we re JUSt
like any other team. We're not a bad
team. With Stanford, Cal and San
Jose (all in the Nor Pac Conference)
all in the top twenty, we can't afford
0

PCAA Standings
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Costume Rentals

~

the Pacific Soccer Conference and the
!'~C'il'ic Coast AthletiC' Associat ' •n i<
4-7 overall, 0.2 in the PSC and ().I in
the PCAA. Theu next PCAA ~<une ~~
Nov. 7 versus Fresno State.
Forward Dalton Duval out of
Lodi, leads the Tigers and is tied for
first in the PSC with 19 total points (6
goals, 7 assists) and UOP's Lee Geary
ranks seventh in the league with 11
points (4 goals, 3 assists).
Pacific goalie Paul Parkin is
fourth in the PSC with 52 saves in
nine games, 13 goals against, 4
shutouts and a 1.44 avg.
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Coming up on October 29th
part of the UOP homecoming
festivities will include a five
kilometer race. The field will include two runners from the Asics
Tiger t.!am tc be run prior to the
UOP homecoming parade down
"Miracle Mile" providing runners
with good spectator exposure.
Registration with begin at the
Spanos Center (at UOP) at 8:00
am on race day. Entry fee is $8
prior to October 21:o:t and $6 after.
Spec1 1 $10 family rate.
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UOP Homecoming

The undisputed champions of
Greek Week win 15 Large Pizzas
of their
' ~ .
choice at Guisseppe's
fiq~~1-1-""c.o·

50% off
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NOTES:
--In an exhibition match, the TJgers
defeated the Olympic Club 12·5 on Saturday.
··Eleven a\bmnl returned on Saturday to defeat
the JV squad 14·9,
--Tile JV's posted a 13·11 victory over CalMaritime for their first win after struggling In
tbe early part of the season.
--Mike Haley ccntlnues to lead the Tigers In
scoring with 20 goals thus far. Kevin Heman·
dez Is rlgbt behind with 17.

Special Student package

lfy rigorous two-year
r m to provide the
ndatlon for
M nagement of
m nt, and
Org nlzations.
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they will visit PCAA rivals Pepperdine and Fullerton on Thursday and
Friday, and will participate against all
four Pac 4 schools in the PCAA vs
Pac 4 Tournament set for Saturday
and Sunday at USC. The Tigers will
return to the friendly confines of the
Tiger Pool on Thursday the 27th of
October in a 3:00 tilt against Long
Beach.

Sp,o rts
Update

Proven dependable

Campos Rep Rob Blakey
944-7061
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FJ/OW HEWLETT
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disc drive
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FREE
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NOW $2495.
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FREE

